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Key Requirements

Case Study:

LBO Harrow

In November, Wayne and Paul visited our US office 
to finally catch-up face to face with Kevin Johnson, 
our head of operations in the States. Whilst in 
Washington, the guys visited the ATCA Global 
conference and met with contacts in the Air Traffic 
industry. Longer term plans for the US market 
were on the agenda and of course they found time 
for a beer…. or two!

PR & WP Trip to Washington Office

Welcome to the TS 
Spring 2023 Newsletter!

ATCA Global Event in Washington

The height 
adjustable 
consoles with LED 
footwell lighting 
helped create a 
dynamic modern 
environment for 
the Council’s public 
space CCTV control 
room. The tiered 
design provides 
different viewing 
angles of the large 
video wall. 

Welcome to our first newsletter of 2023! We hope everyone has 
survived the colder months and is ready for the joys of spring! As 
always, we are keen to share some adventures of the Thinking 
Space and Kanya UK teams from the last few months….

Overall, both businesses have been thriving since late summer 
and we entered the new year with good forward order books. As 
a result, we’ve been recruiting new staff in all departments and 
growing the teams again. Long may it continue!

Above you will see some images of a completed control room 
project for the London Borough of Harrow. Thinking Space 
worked with systems integrators DSSL in designing and 
delivering furniture for a challenging tiered workspace. As you 
can see the final solution looks great! More details opposite…
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Upcoming Projects

University of Portsmouth LBO Tower Hamlets

Bournemouth Airport

Association of British Ports

Hampshire Police

Company 
News

New Kanya Website

We have teamed up 
with Digital Storm, a 
local integrated design 
& marketing agency, to 
help us refresh our Kanya 
website as we go into 2023  
- we’re loving the progress 
so far.
 
Keep your eyes peeled for 
the launch of our new site!
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National Exhibition Centre

Paul scores big with 
his super World Cup 
Bake-Off cake!
In November, 12 members of staff competed 
in our in-house Bake-off competition for the 
title of Head Baker. The final was an all-
male occasion, with Paul Atkins emerging 
as the winner for his outstanding world cup 
stadium cake. Congratulations to Paul! The 
competition raised funds for our current 
local charity, George’s Trust.

A busy start to the year - 
Check out a real chocker 
TS factory!
The factory is currently full with TS 
furniture and Kanya builds further to the 
receipt of a number of large orders. Build 
space is hot property on the shopfloor, with 
our production team fighting (not-literally!) 
for room to assemble. Nice challenges to 
have after the quieter covid times!

Thinking Space will attend Airspace 
World event in Geneva in March, 

where key players in the Air Traffic 
industry will showcase technologies 

and share advancements. We’ll 
promote furniture for tower, 

radar, simulator and digital tower 
applications. Wayne, Paul and 

Darren will be there, come say hello!

CANSO 7th - 9th 
March & TSE 

25th - 27th April

Upcoming Events

Cooling 
Fans

Kanya UK exhibited at the Southern 
Manufacturing show where 

they showcased their custom 
workbenches and trolley solutions 
for industry. The show has always 
been successful in generating new 
opportunities and contacts for the 
Kanya product, and this year was 

no different. Wayne, Connor, & Neil 
were all busy during their stints on 

the show stand.

Southern 
Manufacturing Show

In the press

A number of Thinking 
Space consoles have 
been fitted with cooling 
fans to help increase 
the airflow within the 
desks. The fans really 
add value in hotter 
environments and for 
consoles with larger 
amounts of equipment 
enclosed. All fans are 
carefully positioned to 
maximise the airflow in line with natural convection. The fans are 
connected to a control unit that provides a temperature reading 
and manages their speeds. 


